Welcome to the May 2023 edition of PLA UPDATE, CNA’s newsletter on the internal and external affairs of the Chinese People’s Liberation Army (PLA). This issue begins with a focus on maritime affairs, including China’s recent naval exercise with Singapore, the evacuation by sea of People’s Republic of China (PRC) citizens from conflict-ridden Sudan, and China and Russia’s newly signed agreement on maritime law enforcement. Next, we look at PLA efforts to improve recruitment and retention through issuing new conscription regulations and redesigning PLA officers’ military ribbons. Finally, we break down an article by PLA authors on operational concepts tied to unmanned systems and artificial intelligence (AI).
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MILITARY DIPLOMACY & OVERSEAS ACTIVITIES

CHINA, SINGAPORE WRAP UP BILATERAL MARITIME EXERCISE

The navies of China and Singapore recently completed a bilateral exercise in the latest sign of growing security cooperation between the two countries. From April 28 to May 1, the PLA Navy (PLAN) and the Republic of Singapore Navy (RSN) conducted exercise Maritime Cooperation 2023 in Singapore and nearby waters. This event was the second iteration of the combined exercise since 2015.¹ Maritime Cooperation 2023 follows developments in bilateral security cooperation, including the PRC and Singaporean defense chiefs signing an “enhanced Agreement on Defence Exchanges and Security Cooperation” in 2019, and China and Singapore conducting bilateral naval drills in the South China Sea in 2021.²

Four ships participated in Maritime Cooperation 2023, an increase from three ships in the 2015 iteration. The ships participating in the latest exercise were as follows:

- **PLAN participants:** Jiangkai II-class frigate CNS *Yulin* (569) and Wozang-class minehunter CNS *Chibi* (747).
- **RSN participants:** Formidable-class frigate RSS *Intrepid* (69) and Bedok-class mine countermeasure vessel RSS *Punggol* (M108).

Clockwise from top left: PLAN and RSN personnel conduct medical professional exchange; PLAN and RSN personnel conduct damage control training; PLAN and RSN ships conduct maneuvers; CNS *Yulin*’s Z-9 helicopter lifts off from the deck of RSS *Intrepid*.

Source: China National Radio.
Maritime Cooperation 2023 consisted of a shore phase and sea phase, which included the following activities:

- **Shore phase**: joint planning exercises, professional exchanges, and combined training at the Damage Control Training Center in Changi Naval Base.

- **Sea phase**: helicopter cross-deck landing with a PLAN helicopter landing on RSS *Intrepid*, gunnery firing, replenishment-at-sea approaches, search and rescue, simulated minefield transits, and communication and maneuvering exercises.

At the closing ceremony, RSN Commander First Flotilla Colonel Ng Kok Yeng Daniel called Maritime Cooperation 2023 an “important milestone” for the two navies that provided valuable opportunities to learn from each other and strengthen trust and understanding. Senior Captain Mei Leyang, chief of staff of the PLAN's 2nd Destroyer Flotilla, told PRC state television that the exercise allowed the two sides to accumulate “valuable experience” so they could further expand and refine exercise topics in future iterations.

---

**PLAN SUPPORTS EVACUATION OF PRC & FOREIGN CITIZENS FROM SUDAN**

The PLAN has completed its third overseas noncombatant evacuation operation (NEO), following two prior operations of this nature in Libya (2011) and Yemen (2015). From April 26 to 29, two PLAN ships conducted a NEO of PRC and foreign citizens from Sudan as clashes among armed factions ravaged the country’s capital. The participating PLAN ships were the Type 052D guided-missile destroyer CNS *Nanning* (162) and Type 903 replenishment oiler CNS *Weishanhu* (887), which are part of China’s 43rd naval escort taskforce to the Gulf of Aden. The two ships were reportedly executing their escort mission in the Gulf of Aden when they received orders to evacuate PRC citizens from Sudan.

The *Nanning* and *Weishanhu* evacuated 1,171 individuals from Port Sudan to the Port of Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, in two trips. According to Xinhua, China’s state news agency, most of the evacuees were PRC citizens, while foreign evacuees included citizens from Pakistan and Brazil (see the table below).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>PRC citizens evacuated</th>
<th>Foreign citizens evacuated</th>
<th>Total evacuated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>April 26–27</td>
<td>668</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 28–29</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>940</strong></td>
<td><strong>231</strong></td>
<td><strong>1,171</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After the second group of evacuees reached Jeddah, *Nanning* and *Weishanhu* departed and resumed their escort mission in the Gulf of Aden. The PRC citizens evacuated to the Port of Jeddah were returned to China via charter flights arranged by the PRC government.
CHINA AND RUSSIA SIGN MOU ON COAST GUARD COOPERATION

Maritime law enforcement agencies of China and Russia have signed an agreement with potential implications for Arctic security. From April 24 to 25, senior leaders of the China Coast Guard (CCG) and Russia’s Federal Security Service (FSB) met in Murmansk, Russia. During the meeting, CCG Director Major General Yu Zhong and First Deputy FSB Director and Chief of Border Service General Vladimir Grigorovich Kulishov signed a memorandum of understanding (MOU) on strengthening cooperation in bilateral maritime law enforcement. The details of the MOU were not publicly disclosed.

While in Murmansk, CCG representatives observed Russia’s maritime security exercise Arctic Patrol 2023. The exercise scenario reportedly featured the FSB fighting terrorists who had attacked a ship belonging to Rosatomflot, a Russian company that operates nuclear-powered icebreakers. The exercise also involved a search and rescue operation and a response to an oil spill.

The CCG delegation’s activities in Murmansk came at a time when Russia has been encouraging non-Arctic nations to increase their commercial presence in the region through investments in projects such as shipping routes, natural gas, and power plants. It also comes as China continues to push for enhanced

Source: CCTV-7, China Coast Guard.
Arctic presence under the Polar Silk Road, a local component of China’s Belt and Road Initiative. Prior to a March 20–22 summit meeting with Xi Jinping, Vladimir Putin invited China to participate in a new institution to regulate the Northern Sea Route, the waterway that spans Russia’s Arctic coast. It remains to be seen how the CCG may expand its presence into the Arctic through cooperation with the FSB in the future.

LAWS AND REGULATIONS

NEW CONSCRIPTION REGULATIONS SEEK BETTER TALENT, PROCESSES

Newly released PLA regulations emphasize inducting college graduates and streamlining annual conscription procedures. On May 1, the PRC’s newly revised Conscription Work Regulations (征兵工作条例) went into effect. This was the first update to the regulations since 2001. According to a PLA Daily article, the latest revision was prompted by “profound changes” including PLA organizational reforms, revisions to the National Defense Law and Military Service Law, and the shift from carrying out compulsory enlistment once annually to twice annually.

A statement by a PRC Defense Ministry spokesperson highlighted six key changes in the new Conscription Work Regulations:

- An improved organization and leadership system for conscription that covers the national, provincial, municipal, and county levels.
- An emphasis on inducting “high-caliber” personnel, with priority placed on college graduates.
- Improved procedures for conscripts’ physical examinations and political assessments.
- An improved approach to delivering conscripts to their units, in which conscripts may be sent in groups by local government and military authorities or report to their respective units themselves.
- An improved mechanism for quarantining, reexamining, and returning conscripts to their homes should they fall short of physical or political requirements after reporting to their units.
- Strengthened oversight, better rewards, and more clearly defined punishments in the field of military conscription work.

PLA IMPLEMENTS NEWLY DESIGNED MILITARY RIBBONS

PLA officers are wearing new ribbons designed to better communicate individual achievements and foster greater pride within the force. On April 27, a PRC Defense Ministry spokesperson released information on the PLA’s new “Regulations on Military Ribbons,” which came into force on January 1, 2023. The spokesperson called the regulations “the first important regulatory document to comprehensively and systematically manage military ribbons” and claimed their implementation would improve the attractiveness of a career in China’s military.

According to the PRC Defense Ministry spokesperson, the newly implemented military ribbons better depict four categories of information, namely servicemembers’ individual honors, “service experience,” billet grade, and time in service.
(See the figure below for examples of these categories.) The spokesperson noted that the new ribbons feature symbols distinguishing between command-track and technical-track officers’ classifications and grades. The spokesperson also highlighted designs such as the “red flag, five-pointed star, and Great Wall” that both highlight the PLA’s “revolutionary traditions” and make the ribbons more identifiable.16
DOCTRINAL ISSUES

AMS AUTHORS DECODE CONCEPTS OF UNMANNED & INTELLIGENT OPS

Researchers from the PLA’s leading center for doctrinal development call for standardizing terminology to support PLA advances in unmanned and intelligent capabilities. On April 27, the PLA Daily published an article by three researchers from the PLA Academy of Military Sciences’ (AMS) War Research Institute discussing the concepts of “intelligent unmanned” (智能无人) and “unmanned intelligence” (无人智能). The authors argue that the two concepts are being used imprecisely as uncrewed systems and AI are being increasingly integrated into military operations. They stress the importance of unifying and standardizing the related terminology because the concepts refer to specific stages of technological development and military modernization.

The AMS authors first distinguish between the terms “unmanned” and “intelligence” by describing “intelligence” as a high-level state of being unmanned. They note that in a broad sense, “unmanned” can refer to any type of weapon or equipment that is not directly controlled by humans at the time of task execution, including weapons and equipment ranging from traditional land mines to remote-controlled mine-clearing vehicles to swarm-capable unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). “Intelligence,” according to the authors, places more emphasis on the specific functions of equipment, such as the use of machine vision for target recognition.

The authors argue that “unmanned intelligent operations” is the term to focus on as the forms of warfare evolve toward “intelligence,” or an advanced stage of warfare based on AI and autonomy. They claim that “unmanned intelligent operations” will be the basic form of intelligent operations in the unmanned era and will constitute a “fundamental leap” over past forms of mechanized and informatized operations. “Intelligent unmanned operations,” in contrast, emphasize unmanned systems acting in an intelligent manner and are “an extension of mechanization-style thinking.”

NOTES


3 Official readouts did not elaborate on the “simulated minefield transits” conducted during the sea phase. However, it is possible that the mine warfare ships were exercising the use of sonar to detect and avoid moored mines, with value ships in their wake (i.e., the PLAN and RSN frigates). This possibility is suggested by images of the exercise released by the PLAN that showed the mine warfare ships steaming in front with the frigates trailing at least several ship lengths behind. The editors would like to thank George Pollitt for this insight.


5 “China-Singapore Cooperation 2023’ Maritime Combined Exercise, Chinese Navy Ship Formation Arrives in Singapore’s Changi Port” (“中新合作-2023”海上联合演习 中国海军舰艇编队抵达新加坡樟宜港), Military Report (军事报
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